Physical properties of gas hydrate-bearing soils are known to be greatly affected by the pore space hydrate saturation. The accuracy of most saturation estimation methods is affected by hydrate growth habit and pore space distribution. We highlight the usefulness of dissociation gas evolution measurement (DGEM) method as a reference laboratory method to calibrate most other methods. The DGEM method is based on the concept of mass balance and properties of volume compatibility between two distinct states of a closed system. The accuracy of the estimation depends on (1) the precision with which the laboratory measurements of temperature, pressure, and volumetric properties are obtained (2) and the ability of theoretical models used in the calculation to closely represent the true nature of the system. We perform an analysis to evaluate the sensitivity of the estimation (1) to various laboratory measurements and (2) to the use of different theoretical models to generate a feel for the appropriateness of various assumptions associated with DGEM. The comprehensive guide to available resources useful in the hydrate saturation estimation also serves as one of the major contributions of the work presented.
Introduction
Gas clathrate hydrates (herein called "hydrate" or "hydrates") are nonstoichiometric compounds of water and low molecular weight hydrocarbons. Methane is the most common form of hydrocarbon found in natural hydrate systems. Hydrates are formed as a result of encapsulation of gas molecules within parent lattices of hydrogen bonded water molecules. Since the first discovery of naturally occurring gas hydrates in the Siberian Messoyakha gas field in 1960s [1] , the investigations carried out over the decades have generated evidence for abundant existence of hydrates in marine sediments as well as in on shore permafrost regions where suitable pressure/temperature ( / ) conditions exist in addition to sufficient methane flux. Of interest to this communication is the pore volume fraction of given sediment occupied by hydrate (termed hydrate saturation, ) and its quantification. The role of hydrate saturation in determining the host sediment behavior is explained followed by various techniques for determination of hydrate saturation. The dissociation gas evolution measurement (DGEM) method for hydrate saturation estimation is then presented as a reference method for calibrating and overcoming the challenges associated with most other methods. The discussion then proceeds to provide leads to sources of information which are required in the determination of input parameters to the DGEM method. The proceeding sensitivity analysis helps broadening our understanding as to the level of accuracy that we should be seeking in the laboratory and helps making appropriate assumptions as to the thermodynamic state of the soil-hydrate system.
Hydrate Saturation Dependency of Physical Properties of Host Sediments
The presence (or more specifically the saturation) of hydrate within the pore space is known to alter the physical properties of host sediment to a great extent. The control of geomechanical (meaning: strength, deformation, and flow) properties of host sediments by hydrates has been a global research focus over the recent past and certainly is gaining more and more interest. The following presents a few experimental investigations of pore space hydrate to illustrate the important effects of hydrate saturation on the physical properties.
Understanding of the effects of hydrate saturation highlights the importance of its accurate quantification. When geomechanical properties of hydrate-bearing sediment are concerned, Ebinuma et al. [2] , Hyodo et al. [3] [4] [5] , Miyazaki et al. [6] [7] [8] [9] , and Masui et al. [10] [11] [12] display hydrate saturation dependency of stress-strain behavior including strength properties such as maximum deviatoric stress (or peak strength), Young's modulus at 50% of the stress at failure, cohesion, and dilation angle in drained triaxial compression tests. Ghiassian and Grozic [13] and Winters et al. [14, 15] illustrate the hydrate saturation dependency of stress-strain behavior and the excess pore pressure development compared to hydrate-free soil under undrained triaxial compression conditions. Yun et al. [16] illustrates the hydrate saturation dependency of stiffness and strength for Tetrahydrofuran (THF) hydrate under undrained conditions. Strain rate dependency of stress (under uniaxial compression) and creep behavior of hydrate-bearing sediments are investigated by Parameswaran et al. [17] for frozen specimens of THF hydrate. Cameron et al. [18] further the study of Parameswaran et al. [17] by including the temperature effects on the short-and long-term strength and deformation behavior. The exact effect of hydrate saturation on the strength and deformation behavior is detailed by Waite et al. [19] . The current communication does not wish to duplicate Waite et al. [19] discussion, but it wishes to highlight the impact of hydrate saturation on the soil properties to shed light on the importance of its accurate estimation.
Not only strength and deformation properties but also the flow properties of host sediments are altered by the presence of hydrate. According to Kneafsey et al. [20] , Minagawa et al. [21] , and Waite et al. [19] , permeability of hydrated sediments is altered by both the degree of hydrate saturation and the pore scale hydrate distribution. Kumar et al. [22] , and Liang et al. [23] , and Ordonez et al. [24] are also among the researchers who relate hydrate saturation to host sediment flow properties.
In fact, most physical properties of hydrate-bearing sediments, not just geomechanical properties, are affected by the degree of hydrate saturation. These properties include acoustic wave speeds [19, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , electrical properties (such as resistivity and dielectric constant) [32, 33] , and thermal properties (such as thermal conductivity) [19, 34, 35] . Hydrate saturation dependency of some of these properties has lead us to the development of several field and laboratory hydrate detection and quantification techniques. The effectiveness of these techniques greatly depends on pore space hydrate growth habit and effective medium models of such growth habits used in the interpretation of field or laboratory measurements. Those techniques based on acoustic and electrical properties and other methods of hydrate saturation estimation will later be discussed for effectiveness in comparison to the DGEM method which is the central focus for this communication. The following two sections outline our understanding of hydrate growth habit and its controls with the intention of facilitating the latter discussion of hydrate quantification methods.
Pore Space Hydrate Growth
Habit. Presently, our understanding of porous media hydrate growth (although not extensive) is extensively limited to disseminated pore space hydrate growth within sediments of course granular particle assemblies of varying nature, other hydrate growth forms such as nodules, laminae, and growth within cracks and fissures particularly associated with fine grained sediments await proper attention. A number of studies including but not limited to those carried out by Kleinberg et al. [27] , Murray et al. [36] , and Winters et al. [31] agree upon the model developed by Helgerud [37] or similar effective medium models for pore space hydrate growth habit. Helgerud [37] approach is based on four distinct hydrate habit models for explaining soil hydrate interaction for unconsolidated packing of mineral grains. According to Helgerud [37] , (1) hydrate forms preferentially at grain contacts, acting as cement between particles, (2) hydrate coats grains more or less uniformly, progressively cementing them as the hydrate volume increases, (3) hydrate grows in the interior of the pores as a part of the load bearing frame, and (4) hydrate grows without significant interaction with the frame as a pore filling substance. The hydrate habit models of Winters et al. [31] treat the hydrate formation at grain contacts and coating the grains within single cementation model.
The choice of effective medium models of hydrate growth habit in the quantification of hydrate saturation is an important decision with regard to certain hydrate saturation quantification methods. Hydrate saturations predicted by both Helgerud [37] and Winters et al. [31] are characteristic of speculated hydrate habit model. More recently, Chand et al. [25] developed a procedure to allow portion of hydrate saturation to be present as load bearing cement, while the remaining is treated as pore filling inclusions. The predicted hydrate saturations of this approach depend upon the accuracy with which the fraction of cementing hydrate is determined.
Controls on Pore Space Growth
Habit. The fact that "little is known about the controls on growth habit" is brought to attention by Kleinberg et al. [27] . In fact, the growth habit could be determined by a complex interplay of variety of factors including "sediment mineralogy and texture, water salinity, other solutes such as biosurfactants, gas composition, and whether the hydrate form from free or dissolved gas, " formation rate, and annealing effects [27] . For given sediment exposed to particular gas water chemistry, the pore scale hydrate distribution is most preferably governed by the formation procedure or more specifically, the sequential events during the formation stage. Apart from formation procedure, the preformation water saturation is the most deterministic factor of hydrate growth habit, and the fact is reflected in the experimental results of Howard et al. [26] and Minagawa et al. [21] . According to Howard et al. [26] , the low initial water saturations result in acoustic wave velocities attributable to grain coating hydrate habit, while the high initial water saturations generate velocities attributable to hydrates acting as a part of the frame in a load bearing model.
Techniques for Determination of the Hydrate Saturation.
The use of acoustic wave speed characteristics, electrical properties including resistivity and dielectric constant, chloride anomalies, and associated pore fluid conductivity, imaging methods, and DGEM are among the techniques for quantification of hydrate saturation. However, none of these techniques are without limitations, as it is only that some are relatively more effective than the others.
The studies of Priest et al. [28] and Waite et al. [30] are among the ample evidence found in the literature for hydrate saturation dependency of acoustic wave speeds. The acoustic properties, therefore, are used both in the field and laboratory estimations of pore space hydrate saturation. However, acoustic properties of hydrate-bearing sediments are, in fact, largely affected by the pore scale growth habit of hydrate [19, 26, 27, 29] as the shear stiffness of the medium is affected by the hydrate growth habit to a varying degree [19] . Winters et al. [31] and Chand et al. [25] use these phenomena in further analysis of determining growthhabit based hydrate saturation (forward model) or hydrate saturation-based growth habit (inverse model). Winters et al. [31] uses P wave measurements to investigate the hydrate growth habit of natural and laboratory synthesized hydratebearing specimen at varying hydrate saturations estimated with the use of collection and measurement of dissociation products. The results reflect upon the growth habit dependency of P wave measurements and the need for accurate independent estimate of hydrate saturation in correlating the acoustic wave speeds with hydrate growth habit. On the contrary, Chand et al. [25] develops an effective medium inversion algorithm for quantification of hydrate saturation which uses both P and S wave measurements. The degree of grain cementation (which is most certainly governed by many controlling factors including the preformation water saturation as discussed previously) is an input parameter to the algorithm. Neither studies provide evidence for capability of acoustic wave speed measurements as a stand-alone technology for hydrate saturation estimation; rather, it requires supporting technology to assess grain scale characteristics. Kleinberg et al. [27] also agrees that "acoustic properties of hydrate-affected sediments are very sensitive to the growth habit of hydrate". Howard et al. [26] also provides evidence for not only hydrate saturation but also growth habit dependency of acoustic wave speeds, while Priest et al. [28] highlights the need for validating current seismic models against experimental data obtained from laboratory synthesized hydratebearing sediment as the early attempts on such validations fail due to several reasons including the incapability of performing proper hydrate saturation quantifications. However, the limitations are not completely derived from growth habit related uncertainties. In fact, for an identified growth form, the effective use of acoustics in the hydrate saturation estimation relies on our understanding of the correlation between various sediment properties and stress state with wave speeds. "For naturally occurring hydrate-bearing sediments" "the p / s ratio will be dependent on porosity, confining pressure and hydrate content and therefore quantification of hydrate pore saturation from either s , p , or p / s ratios would be difficult without a detailed knowledge of sediment properties and stress state" [29] .
The electrical properties can also be correlated to hydrate saturation and are therefore used in field and laboratory investigations. The study of Spangenberg and Kulenkampff [33] experimentally investigates methane hydrate saturation dependency of electrical properties of a glass bead sediment and comments on the difficulties associated with the applicability of the laboratory results in the field hydrate saturation predictions as the accuracy of such predictions depends on a combination of several factors including the cementing or noncementing grain scale habit of hydrate, grain size distribution, and grain shape distribution. Therefore, it is "advisable to use hydrate content estimations from electrical field measurements with caution as long as the used interpretation methods are not calibrated in the laboratory and verified for their applicability in a natural hydrate-bearing system" [33] . Further discussion on the limitations of the methods based on electrical resistivity is provided in Waite et al. [19] . Kilner and Grozic [32] employ the theory of dielectrics using the time domain reflectometry (TDR) technique and generate a clear correlation between dielectric constant and pore space hydrate saturation. They identify the need to isolate "the effects of individual variables such as: temperature, pressure, salinity, pH, soil type (sands versus clays), grain size, density (porosity and permeability), and so forth. " in generalizing such correlation for dielectrics and hydrate saturation. No evidence can be found in the literature for the use of TDR in field measurements; however, field application of the method is possible provided that the effects of aforementioned variables on the hydrate saturation measurement are known.
Chloride anomalies seem to generate accurate predictions of hydrate content for saline systems when employed in the laboratory under controlled conditions. The inapplicability of this method for systems without access to pore water during formation and for systems with zero salinity remains the disadvantage. Spangenberg et al. [38] estimates the hydrate saturation with the use of fluid resistivity measurements (or inferred fluid conductivity) combined with fluid conductivity salt concentration relations to estimate water conversion into hydrate during formation. Other input parameters include hydrate cage occupancy, hydrate density, and specimen pore volume. X-ray diffraction analysis of a portion of the specimen provides an independent estimate of hydrate saturation which is in good agreement with the former estimate.
Modern imaging technology such as X-ray computed tomography (CT) appears to be promising either as standalone technology for hydrate saturation estimation at the laboratory or as supporting technology to validate other methods such as those that specifically depend on the pore 4 Journal of Geological Research scale characteristics. Seol et al. [39] uses X-ray computed tomography observations of hydrated specimens to estimate hydrate saturation and other properties but with several assumptions. The assumptions are made in relation to hydrate cage occupancy, density of hydrate and gas phases, the host soil skeleton, and the degree of relative movement between the particles of the matrix in addition to the assumptions correlating X-ray attenuation and material mass. Density magnetic resonance (DMR) measurements are another approach to imaging hydrated sediments. Murray et al. [36] uses DMR measurements for hydrate saturation estimation in marine sediments and state that accurate estimations are generated conditioned by the use of modern wireline tools of certain specifications to acquire magnetic resonance data.
The DGEM method of hydrate saturation calculation is based on the principle of mass balance and the concept of volume compatibility between two distinct states of a closed system. The method is applicable in the laboratory for determination of hydrate saturation of natural cores or artificial hydrate-bearing specimens. The method involves obtaining pressure, volume, and temperature (PVT) data for a hydrate-bearing soil specimen within hydrate stability zone, then forcing the specimen to reach elevated temperatures and/or low pressures outsize hydrate stability zone resulting in hydrate dissociation, and then repeating PVT measurements allowing determination of phase composition of the system. The accuracy of the predictions relies on the precision with which the PVT data are obtained and the phase composition of system is determined under given state variables.
Despite the modern day technology, the use of "a variety of independent estimates of hydrate concentrations, such as resistivity logs, chloride anomalies, and gas evolution measurements (during hydrate dissociation)" combined "with acoustic data" results in "contradictory conclusions regarding the interaction between hydrate and the sediment" [28] and is an indication of poorly undertaken hydrate saturation estimates. The discrepancies between hydrate saturations estimated using various techniques are seemingly explained by the uncertainties in the estimated porosities and inaccurate parameter estimates used in corresponding analyses for at least electrical resistivity and P and S wave velocities [40] . Most methods for hydrate saturation estimation are affected by the properties such as following where the correlations between the measured parameter(s) and the properties are not clear to the scientific community to the date and/or the determination of the correlation requires employment of secondary measurements/supporting technology as follows:
(1) host sediment characteristics such as porosity, porosity distribution, geological features such as fractures and fracture orientation, intact properties of the soil grains, and stress state; (2) pore space consistency (such as existence of free gas) and pore fluid characteristics (such as salinity and presence of other solutes); (3) hydrate growth habit and distribution.
The challenges may be overcome by employing DGEM in the laboratory as a method of generating reference hydrate saturations in the process of validating saturations generated by other methods as it is associated with the following advantages:
(1) DGEM is based on fundamental physics and chemistry; (2) the estimation depends only on the bulk hydrate filled pore volume fraction.
Laboratory Testing of Artificial or Natural Hydrate-Bearing Specimens and Application of DGEM Method for Hydrate Saturation Estimation
The following explains the typical experimental procedure for hydrate-bearing soil with application of DGEM method. The procedure is also illustrated in Figure 1 for hydrate formation in gas-rich environment.
Step 1. For laboratory synthesis of artificial methane hydratebearing specimens, this stage involves preparation of a soil specimen within which hydrates are to be artificially synthesized, assembly of the soil specimen within the testing system (which may be a triaxial soil testing apparatus, a portable cell for computer tomography or microscopic imaging, etc.), and application of / conditions under which the hydrates are to be synthesized, as well as consolidation of the soil specimen. For laboratory analysis of natural hydrate-bearing specimens, this stage involves assembly of the soil specimen within the testing system (which may be a triaxial soil testing apparatus, a portable cell for computer tomography or microscopic imaging, etc.), reestablishment of the field / conditions under which the hydrates are stable, and consolidation of the soil specimen.
During this stage, measurements are performed to obtain initial specimen dimensions (height and diameter). For the case of laboratory synthesized hydrate specimens, the mass of dry soil occupying the specimen too is obtained. These measurements facilitate the estimation of the volume of void space of the specimen. Any volume change of the specimen during consolidation is recorded, and is corrected accordingly.
Step 2. For laboratory synthesis of artificial methane hydratebearing specimens, Step 2 involves hydrate formation within the soil specimen. Formation in water-rich environment generally involves continuous feed of methane (the hydrate former) dissolved water into the specimen. Formation in gas-rich environment generally involves continuous feed of methane into the partially water saturated specimen. It should be noted that there are other methods of hydrate synthesis at the laboratory which are associated with slightly different procedures. However, the completion of hydrate formation, if attempted in a water-rich environment, will result in two distinct phases: hydrate and gas dissolved water (1) . As opposed to the aforementioned, hydrate formation, if attempted in a gas-rich environment, upon completion will Hydrate formation in gas-rich environment. (During the formation stage, methane the hydrate former is continuously fed into the specimen. At the end of hydrate formation stage, the soil specimen is allowed to reach hydrate-vapour two-phase equilibrium. The equilibrium temperature/pressure conditions at the specimen are measured. Soil specimen dimensions are also determined volumetric properties of the specimen.) during this stage in order to facilitate obtaining Hydrate dissociation. (During this stage, hydrate is allowed to dissociate by increasing the system temperature and/or reducing system pressure. The dissociation products are collected at the gas/water collector. During the collection process, all free gas present within the boundaries of the system is forced into the gas/water collector. The system is then allowed to reach aqueous liquid-vapour two-phase equilibrium. Volumetric measurements of gaseous and aqueous phases are also performed.)
The equilibrium temperature/pressure conditions of the system are measured. result in two distinct phases: hydrate and vapour (2). In either case, incomplete formation will result in all three phases: hydrate, gas dissolved water, and vapour ((3), Figure 2 ) to be present in the system, while the system is assumed to be at a given temperature and a pressure within the hydrate stability zone where the actual temperature at a minute locality within the hydrate forming media can be approximated to the enforced temperature without significant loss of accuracy. The / conditions of the system at the end of hydrate formation stage are herein after referred to as pre-dissociation temperature and pre-dissociation pressure. Equation (1) assumes that the soil specimen is at hydrateaqueous liquid (H-Lw) two-phase equilibrium, while (2) assumes that the soil specimen is at hydrate-vapour (H-V) two phase equilibrium. The measured vales of pre-dissociation temperature and pressure are used to determine the methane concentration of different phases (i.e., , , and ) as detailed in Section 3.3.
Step 3. During this stage, the hydrated soil specimen may be subjected to a destructive test (e.g., a triaxial compression test) or a nondestructive test (e.g., acoustic, thermal, or flow property measurements, computer tomography, or electron scanning to generate hydrate distribution profiles). During such a testing procedure the soil specimen may or may not be allowed to undergo deformation and/or volume change.
Step 4. At the end of testing mentioned in Step 3, hydrates are allowed to dissociate, and the dissociation products are collected at a separate gas/water collector cell. Hydrate dissociation may be induced either by increasing the system temperature or by depressurization or by a combination of both. Dissociation of hydrates will result in two distinct phases to be present within the system: gas dissolved water, and vapour ( Figure 2 ). Complete collection of any gas trapped within the host sediment at the gas/water collector is ensured by flooding the soil specimen with water. The system including the host soil specimen, gas/water collector, and the connection tubing in-between is then allowed to reach H-Lw two phase equilibrium under / conditions outside hydrate stability zone. These / conditions of the system are referred to as post-dissociation conditions hereinafter and are usually represented by the ambient room temperature and moderate to low pressures. The measured values of post-dissociation temperature and pressure are used to determine the methane concentration of different phases (i.e., and ) as detailed in Section 3.3. Other laboratory measurements associated with this stage are used to determine the volumetric The principle of mass balance when applied between the pre-and post-dissociation conditions of the system appear in following forms for (1) complete formation in water-rich environment, (2) complete formation in gas-rich environment, and (3) incomplete formation in either water-or gasrich environments:
The mass balance equations when coupled with volume compatibility equations derived from Figure 2 results in the following relationships for the hydrate saturation, respectively:
The following subsections discuss measurements and estimates that are required to be performed in the hydrate saturation estimation in order to obtain the volume and methane concentration (or density) components that appear in (4)- (6) . It should be noted that methane-water binary system has been considered hereinafter for the presentation of DGEM for hydrate saturation estimation. The intension is to provide the reader with an understanding of the system at pre-and post-dissociation conditions and with a guide to sources of information available in the literature allowing proper calculations of the properties of each phase of the system. The challenges associated with each measurement or parameter estimation are also discussed.
Measured Parameters.
The measured parameters include the direct measurements of / state variables for system at pre-and postdissociation conditions and are used in conjunction with estimates of methane density in the hydrate saturation calculation. These parameters include the following:
(1) pre-dissociation temperature; (2) pre-dissociation pressure (gauge); (3) post-dissociation temperature: if the system is allowed to reach thermodynamic equilibrium with the room conditions, the post-dissociation temperature is the same as ambient room temperature. However, ensuring the system reaches thermodynamic equilibrium with the environment or within the two-phase aqueous liquid-vapour (Lw-V) system itself is a matter of extreme practical difficulty. This issue is later discussed in more detail with relevance to estimation of total aqueous phase volume of the system at post dissociation conditions; (4) post-dissociation pressure (gauge) (5) ambient room temperature (6) ambient pressure: the ambient pressure is used coupled with gauge pressure measurements in arriving at system state variables under pre-and post dissociation conditions, and can be obtained using an absolute pressure transducer. Alternatively, local weather reports may be used to obtain this parameter. Ambient pressure is mentioned as one of the top two contributors to error in hydrate saturation calculation by Lee and Collett [40] with respect to their gas evolution measurements of pressure cores.
Estimates of Volumetric Parameters.
The volumetric parameters are derived from multiple laboratory measurements performed during a typical test and are used as inputs with (4), (5), and (6) in the hydrate saturation estimation. These parameters include the following:
(1) Volume of voids within the hydrated host sediment under pre-dissociation conditions immediately prior to testing as mentioned in Step 3 of Section 3 is usually estimated with specimen dimensions (height and diameter), grain density of soil, and mass of dry soil occupying the specimen. The for a laboratory synthesized hydrate specimen is corrected for any specimen volume changes occurring due to consolidation and so forth between the time of measurement of specimen dimensions and reaching the pretest conditions within the hydrate stability zone. (2) Total gas phase volume ( ) of the system at completion of the collection of gas/water products from hydrate dissociation is usually estimated with height and diameter of a gas column of a gas/water collection assembly. (3) Total volume of hydrate forming gas-filled elements external to the immediate boundaries of the specimen ext for which the material mass present within is forced into the gas/water collector during collection of dissociation products is next. The method of estimating such volume component needs to be given proper attention during planning of experimental procedure. For the tests carried out at the Geotechnical Gas Hydrate Research Laboratory (GGHRL) at the University of Calgary, the gas volume associated with material mass external to the specimen boundaries arise only from the quantity of gas present within the specimen end caps and connection tubing between the specimen top cap and the gas/water collector. This quantity is carefully determined from mass of water occupying the corresponding volume at full water saturation, density of water, ambient temperature, and pressure. (4) Total aqueous phase volume of the system under post-dissociation conditions (which includes the soil specimen, gas/water collector, and the connection tubing in between) at completion of collection of gas/water products from hydrate dissociation follows. Theoretically, is the initial volume of water present within the system corrected for / differences between the initial and post-dissociation conditions plus the total inflow minus the total outflow. The previous quantity is given by the net summation of the following components: (1) the volume of water available at pre-dissociation conditions immediately prior to testing corrected for / differences between the pre-and post-dissociation conditions; (2) volume of water generated from hydrate dissociation calculated at post-dissociation / conditions; (3) volume inflow in to the specimen (if any) during the collection of dissociation products at the gas/water collector; (4) volume of water initially present within connection tubing (if any) between the specimen and the gas/water collector corrected for / differences between initial and post-dissociation conditions; (5) volume of water initially present within the gas/water collector corrected for / differences between initial and post-dissociation conditions; (6) volume of water displaced from gas/water collector (if any) during collection of dissociation products. The component (6) is valid only in the case of a water displacement column type collector with the assumption that displaced water would not carry away significant quantity of hydrate forming gas (methane) in dissolved form. The fact that methane dissolves in water at very slow rates at neat ambient conditions especially when no significant agitation of the aqueous liquid body is present may even lead to difficulties in justifying the efforts needed to estimate under practical circumstances. Further, such a system cannot be expected to reach thermodynamic Lw-V equilibrium within a reasonable time span for any efforts of quantification to be justifiable. Therefore, may be abandoned from the hydrate saturation calculation. (5) Initial volume of water Tot available for hydrate formation is ideologically estimated at pre-dissociation or hydrate forming / conditions before substantial or preferably any mixing of water and hydrate forming gas takes place. For laboratory synthesized hydrate, this quantity can be estimated from initial soil moisture content or from water saturated specimen pore volume minus displaced pore water volume associated with gas introduction (corrected for / differences between initial and pre-dissociation conditions). Estimation of this quantity is needed only when the complete formation of hydrate cannot be guaranteed under pre-dissociation conditions immediately prior to testing. Determining this quantity for natural hydrate-bearing specimens of core samples could be extremely challenging; instead, it would be more practical to determine the specimen consistency at pre-dissociation conditions immediately prior to testing. Lee and Collett [40] address the issues with determining the specimen consistency. Seemingly, Lee and Collett [40] assume that the specimen pore space is completely occupied by hydrate and free water neglecting the possible presence of free gas within the specimen. (6) Initial gas phase volume ( ) at the gas/water collector follows. Absence or presence of such volume component depends on the design of the gas/water 8 Journal of Geological Research collector: (1) if the gas/water collector is designed in the form of a water displacement column with no initial air/gas within, no such volume component exists; (2) if the gas/water collector is designed in the form of a pressure vessel with no flow out during collection of dissociation products, an initial gas volume of ( ) may present within the collector. In the latter case the initial gas volume component may be determined with the use of height and diameter of the gas column. The hydrate saturation calculation presented herein considers no existence of initial gas volume within the collector.
Estimates of Methane Density and Volume of Hydrate
Bond Water. Estimates of methane density and volume of hydrate bond water are required as inputs with the use of (4), (5), or (6) in the hydrate saturation estimation. The following outlines the methods for estimating five different methane density values at various / conditions in and out the hydrate stability zone of methane-water binary system. Various thermodynamic and empirical models are assumed for the methane-water binary system in the estimation of these parameters. In addition to the density parameters, the molar volumes of water in the aqueous liquid ( ) and hydrate ( ) phases are estimated.
(1) The molar volume of water is determined either at post-dissociation and or at pre-dissociation and with the use of water density obtained from Lide [48] and molar mass of water. This quantity is used in the hydrate content calculation to estimate the volume of water generated as a dissociation product or consumed during hydrate formation which is estimated with the following relationship:
If the volume of hydrate bond water is used in the hydrate saturation calculation with relevance to the system consistency at post-dissociation conditions, the postdissociation and will be applicable to . Otherwise, predissociation and should be used.
(2) Molar volume of water in the hydrate lattice . is used as a secondary input in the estimation of methane density in the hydrate phase. The volume of hydrate lattice per mole of water at pre-dissociation and (or the molar volume of water in the hydrate phase) is determined considering the hydrate lattice geometry. The fitted model of Hester et al. [49] expresses the lattice parameter as a function of temperature:
where is the lattice parameter at a reference temperature . At a reference temperature of 298.15 K, it is shown that all hydrates of a given structure can be fitted using the previous expression. For structure I hydrates, the model constants 1 = 1.1280 −04, 2 /2 = 1.8003 −07, and 3 /3 = −1.5898 −11. The only guest dependent parameter (Å) at 298.15 K could be extrapolated with adequate accuracy using the relationship developed by Ogienko et al. [50] for the temperature range of 86-267 K for cubic structure I methane hydrate. Consider ) .
The molar volume of water in the hydrate phase is then determined as follows for a structure I unit cell of 46 water molecules:
The model developed by Hester et al. [49] fits significantly well with the experimental data of Shpakov et al. [51] and those of Ogienko et al. [50] . Shpakov et al. [51] also presents a prediction model for however, the predictions appear to deviate from their experimental results as the temperature increases. Alternatively, Sun and Duan [52] present an equation (11) [53, 56] . According to the predictions of Sun and Duan [52] , "the occupancy fraction of methane both in small cage and large cage increases with increasing temperature and pressure at" H-Lw "equilibrium. " Table 1 summarises hydrate numbers generated by a number of independent experimental studies by Galloway et al. [47] , Handa [41] , Handa and Stupin [42] , Sum et al. [43] , Uchida et al. [44] , Seo et al. [45] , and Circone et al. [46] . Fair amount of variability can be identified as associated with the experimentally derived values of , and correlating hydrate number with formation conditions does [57] ) also proves to be a useful tool in generating small and large cage occupancies under H-V, hydrate-aqueous liquid-vapour (HLw-V) and H-Lw equilibrium conditions for a given system at known / allowing subsequent calculation of . However, commenting on the relative accuracy of the predictions of Sun and Duan [52] and CSMGem is beyond the scope of this communication. The hydrate number is used in the hydrate saturation calculation to determine the methane concentration in the hydrate phase under pre-dissociation conditions. The moles of methane in the hydrate phase under pre-dissociation conditions are determined using the following relationship with the approximated or estimated as an input variable:
(4) Vapour phase methane concentration under (H-V) equilibrium follows. Determination of vapour phase methane concentration within the H-V region of CH 4 -H 2 O system requires computation of vapour phase composition (i.e., mole fraction of methane) and the molar volume of the vapour at given / conditions. The equilibrium vapour phase composition can be derived from the moisture content measurements in methane in the presence of hydrate performed by Chapoy et al. [58, 59] [69] . The moisture content data range over / regions of 3.4-10.4 MPa and 240-280 K. Moisture content data is usually presented in the literature in terms of ppm (parts per million or more specifically the number of moles of methane present per million moles of the methane-water mixture) [59, 64] or in terms of lbm/MMCF (pound mass per million cubic feet) at a reference pressure and a temperature (which are usually 14.7 psia and 60 ∘ F). Using the aforementioned in the calculation of methane concentration per unit volume of vapour phase requires the use of an appropriate Equation of State (EoS) capable of generating the molar volume of vapour phase at the corresponding pre-dissociation / conditions at which the test is conducted and at the reference / conditions (60 ∘ F and 14.7 psia). Many of the equations of state for methanewater system are applicable over the Lw-V region but not in the presence of hydrate. Duan et al. [70] provides a hint of the difficulties associated with accommodating the complex volumetric and phase behaviour in the presence of hydrates in to the formulation of an EoS. Therefore, the methane concentration in vapour phase needs to be calculated by approximating an existing pure component EoS. As such we recommend the use of the pure component EoS for methane developed by Duan et al. [71] in the determination of . Alternatively, the CSMGem calculator can also be used to determine . The vapour phase methane concentration is thus calculated by approximating (CH 4 +H 2 O)@(H-V) with pure component (methane) molar volume under hydrate forming conditions as follows:
(5) Aqueous phase methane concentration under (HLw) equilibrium follows. Methane solubility in water in equilibrium with its hydrate has been researched by many [52, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . In the absence of hydrate methane solubility increases with decreasing temperature and increasing pressure however, in the presence of hydrate the solubility decreases with decreasing temperature and increasing pressure [74] [75] [76] . The peak in the hydrate solubility corresponds to the three phase H-Lw-V equilibrium temperature at a given pressure [76] . The pressure dependency of the solubility profile could be considered insignificant in the presence of hydrates [72] . However, according to Lu et al. [74] , the pressure effect on solubility in the presence of hydrate is small at low temperatures than at high temperatures; also, the relative change in solubility over the same magnitude of pressure change increases with pressure. The model developed by Zatsepina and Buffett [76] investigates the effects of temperature, pressure, and salinity on methane solubility. However, "the model of Zatsepina and Buffett [76, 77] underestimated CH 4 solubility in water and underestimated the salting-out effect of electrolyte on CH 4 solubility both at" aqueous liquid-vapour (Lw-V) "equilibrium and at" H-Lw "equilibrium" [52] . Davie et al. [72] 
The predictions obtained using (14) are in good agreement with the measured values given by Servio and Englezos [75] and values predicted by Sun and Duan [52] . Determination of aqueous phase methane concentration requires the knowledge of aqueous phase molar volume at the given / in addition to methane solubility (i.e., mole fraction). The CSMGem calculator proves to be a useful tool as it is capable of generating both the methane mole fraction and the molar volume of aqueous phase, and thus can be calculated as follows:
The aqueous phase methane concentration under H-Lw equilibrium is not included in the subsequent sensitivity analysis as the sensitivity analysis is carried out for hydrates formed within gas-rich environment. (6) Aqueous phase methane concentration under (Lw-V) equilibrium is next. Both experimental studies and mathematical derivations for methane solubility in water in the absence of hydrate phase could be cited in the literature [52, 73, [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] . Hashemi et al. [73] predicts solubilities in pure water at Lw-V equilibrium in addition to that at H-Lw and H-Lw-V equilibrium. The predictions are verified against experimental values presented by Servio and Englezos [75] . The model developed by Duan et al. [82] predicts methane solubility for a system at a given temperature/pressure/salinity condition, and the results are verified against experimental results of Claussen and Polglase [81] , O'Sullivan and Smith [83] , Sultanov et al. [85] , BenNaim and Yaacobi [80] , Yamamoto et al. [87] , Price [84] , and Wiesenburg and Guinasso [86] . However, introducing a more recent model with better accuracy Duan and Mao [79] affirms that "all of the published models, including the Duan model [82] , are found to posses intolerable deficiencies. " Duan and Mao [79] model is capable of predicting the liquid phase density (g/cc) in addition to methane solubility in terms of molality allowing the calculation of the number of moles of methane present per unit volume of liquid. The model presented by Sun and Duan [52] could also be used to generate more accurate predictions provided that the temperature, pressure, salinity, and pore radios are known. The predictions over the Lw-V region have been verified for solubility in pure water against data of Servio and Englezos [75] , Kim et al. [78] , and Seo et al. [45] . The model of Chapoy et al. [88] can also be used to generate accurate aqueous phase methane mole fractions over the temperature range of 275-313 K and pressures up to 18 MPa. Alternatively, the CSMGem calculator is also capable of generating both the methane mole fraction and the molar volume of aqueous phase. can thus be determined as follows with a suitable choice of aforementioned mathematical models:
The sensitivity of the hydrate saturation to the aqueous phase methane concentration under Lw-V equilibrium at postdissociation / conditions was omitted from the sensitivity analysis in accordance with the arguments presented on the determination of the corresponding aqueous phase volume . (7) Vapour phase methane concentration under (Lw-V) equilibrium, follows. Determination of vapour phase methane concentration under Lw-V equilibrium requires determination of both (1) vapour phase mole fraction of methane, CH 4 , and (2) molar volume of vapour in equilibrium with the aqueous phase, (CH 4 +H 2 O)@(Lw-V) . The mole fraction of methane in vapour can be determined by using the model developed by Duan and Mao [79] . The method requires inputs form Shibue [89] and Wagner and Pruss [90] . Alternatively, the semiempirical method of Mohammadi et al. [91] can also be used to determine the mole fraction of methane in vapour. The aqueous phase methane concentration which is required as an input in the previous calculation procedures is considered negligible. Greater accuracy can be obtained by using the model of Chapoy et al. [88] to determine aqueous phase methane mole fractions over the temperature range of 275-313 K and pressures up to 18 MPa. According to Duan and Mao [79] the model results of Chapoy et al. [88] closely represents experimental measurements over the aforementioned / range. The molar volume of vapour in equilibrium with the aqueous phase can be determined using the model presented by Sun et al. [92] and the CSMGem calculator. Both the model of Sun et al. [92] and CSMGem could be used to predict the vapour phase composition for the CH 4 -H 2 O system too. The CSMGem calculator generates the phase composition and molar volume at given / conditions for methane and water in Lw-V equilibrium at corresponding feed compositions. If the mole fraction of methane and the molar volume of the vapour are known, the vapour phase methane concentration can be computed as follows:
.
(17) Table 2 illustrates the use of the estimates of volumetric properties and methane density in the hydrate saturation calculation at measured / conditions immediately prior to testing (within hydrate stability zone) or at final system equilibrium (outside hydrate stability zone) for three different scenarios: (a) complete hydrate formation is achieved in a water-rich environment allowing no free gas to be present immediately prior to testing; (b) complete hydrate formation is achieved in a gas-rich environment allowing no free water to be present immediately prior to testing (c) incomplete hydrate formation in either water-or gas-rich environment leaving all three H-Lw-V phases in the system.
A Sensitivity Analysis for DGEM
A sense of accuracy for a given measurement or method of estimation involving several measurements and assumptions can only be developed through a proper sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity of the DGEM estimated hydrate saturation was investigated against the measurements during a typical test, estimates of volumetric properties, and assumptions associated with the DGEM method. For the purpose of performing the sensitivity analysis, measurements for a typical test conducted at the GGHRL at the University of Calgary were combined with the hydrate saturation estimation detailed as per section (b) of Table 2 for formation of hydrates in gas-rich environment. Table 3 illustrates the sensitivity of the hydrate saturation to number of test parameters. It should be noted that most of the test parameters are "secondary" as they are derived from multiple "primary" laboratory measurements. Preferably, the sensitivity of hydrate saturation is evaluated against the secondary parameters but not against the primary measured parameters.
Sensitivity of Hydrate Saturation to Direct Temperature Measurements, Absolute Pre-and Post-Dissociation Pressures, and Estimates of Volumetric Parameters.
The objective is to allow the use of more than one method in deriving the secondary parameters at the laboratory. As such the sensitivities presented herein would be more meaningful and useful to the reader. The sensitivities presented in Table 3 are based on functional tables developed by calculating the hydrate saturation at different values of a test parameter within the mentioned range of validity. The functional tables were converted into graphical form, and empirical equations were developed by fitting linear trend-lines. Therefore it should be noted that although we have retained nine-digit accuracy for the sensitivity derived from the constants of an empirical equation, the equation itself is by no means this accurate. The accuracy of the sensitivity calculation is therefore limited by the uncertainty in the estimation of hydrate saturation which is attributed to the uncertainties of various mathematical models used and the assumptions made during the process of estimation. However, this does not underestimate the usefulness of sensitivity values presented in Table 3 (given a calculation procedure) as it is very important in any experiment to know the "uncertainty" or the "estimated amount by which the observed or calculated value of a quantity may differ from the true value" [93] due to errors in measurement. Errors in measurement could either be systematic (occurring due to errors in calibration or inappropriate use of a measuring instrument) or random (occurring due to uncontrolled variables such as minor fluctuations in environmental conditions or due to specimen variations).
Provided that appropriate measuring instruments under existing environmental conditions are used during the test, the total uncertainty in the measurement (test parameter) can be calculated considering the "accuracy" and the "precision" of the instruments. The "accuracy" of an instrument is related to the instrument calibration and the physical standards against which the instrument is calibrated and is defined as "a certification of how closely" for an instrument to "be expected to agree with its calibration standard" [93] . "The precision of an instrument is the index of its discriminating ability. It is usually stated as the instrument's smallest scale division" [93] . It should also be noted that certain test parameters depend on more than one measured quantity (e.g., initial volume of soil voids). In such situations, the error analysis should consist of error propagation calculations as well. Once the total uncertainty of the measurement is calculated, the sensitivity values presented can be used to calculate the corresponding uncertainty that should be expected in the estimated hydrate saturation.
Sensitivity to Estimates of Methane Density.
Based on our previous presentation of available resources for methane density estimations, the following models were chosen to generate methane density estimates for hydrates formed in gas-rich environment: EoS of Duan et al. [71] , CSMGem calculator of Colorado School of Mines [57] , Duan and Mao [79] model, and the Ideal Gas Law. The Ideal Gas Law is used here only as a method associated with minimal computational effort. The hydrate saturations obtained with the use of Ideal Gas Law can then be compared with those obtained by employing the other models to generate a feel for the value of extra effort associated with those other models. Table 2 : Hydrate saturation estimation with the use of simple and complex primary estimates at measured / conditions; (a) complete hydrate formation is achieved in a water-rich environment allowing no free gas to be present immediately prior to testing; (b) complete hydrate formation is achieved in a gas-rich environment allowing no free water to be present immediately prior to testing; (c) incomplete hydrate formation in either water or gas rich environment leaving all three H-Lw-V phases in the system. Journal of Geological Research Table 3 : Sensitivity of hydrate saturation to direct temperature measurements, absolute pre-and post-dissociation system pressures, and estimates of volumetric parameter: the absolute pressures are obtained by combination of gauge and ambient pressures. The volume of gas collected at the gas/water collector ( ) is obtained with the use of measured height and diameter of the gas column. The volume of hydrate forming gas-filled elements external to the specimen for which the material mass within is forced into the gas/water collector during collection of dissociation products ext is predetermined using mass of water occupying the corresponding volume at full water saturation, density of water, ambient temperature, and pressure. The pore volume of the hydrated host sediment is obtained with the use of specimen dimensions (including height and the diameter), grain density, and mass of dry soil. 
Methane Density of the Hydrate Phase-Hydrate Number
. The sensitivity of the hydrate saturation to the hydrate number was investigated by computing the hydrate saturation for a typical test over a range of hydrate numbers from 5.75 to 6.00 at formation conditions given by a temperature of 278.15 K and pressure of 9101.325 kPa. The resulting functional table was then used to develop an empirical correlation by fitting a linear trend-line. A sensitivity of 0.01234504 change in hydrate saturation per percentage change in hydrate number was derived. The range of hydrate numbers over which the sensitivity was evaluated to extend beyond the range of experimentally determined hydrate numbers at the stated / conditions. However, with very little amount of experimental data and our modest understanding of the factors governing the hydrate cage occupancy uncertainties still exist as to the adequacy of the range of hydrate numbers selected for the analysis. However, compared to the sensitivities of hydrate saturation to other parameters subjected to investigation, the derived sensitivity to hydrate number appears less significant.
Methane Density of Vapour Phase under the (H-V) Equilibrium at Predissociation Conditions
. The application of DGEM in hydrate saturation estimation for hydrates formed in gas-rich environment assumes H-V equilibrium under pre-dissociation conditions. The hydrate saturation at the previous assumption of two-phase H-V equilibrium conditions was evaluated by determining hydrate saturation with the use of CSMGem calculator [57] , the EoS developed by Duan et al. [71] , and the Ideal Gas Law. The use of Duan model and Ideal Gas Law neglects the presence of moisture in vapour. Apparently, CSMGem calculator too seems to be neglecting the presence of moisture, and, hence, the vapour is approximated to a single component pure CH 4 system. If CSMGem is assumed to accommodate the presence of moisture in gas phase, the mere comparison of the hydrate saturation values obtained by CSMGem [57] and Duan et al. [71] may suggest that the sensitivity to the assumption of moisture free gas phase appears to have little effect over the hydrate saturation. However, the difference between the CSMGem [57] and Duan et al. [71] based predictions cannot be completely attributed to the consideration of presence or absence of moisture in the gas phase, as there could be other differences between the two calculation procedures contributing to the difference in predicted saturations. As such the available resources do not allow us to investigate the effects of possible existence of nonequilibrium conditions within the system or the treatment of water-hydrocarbon interaction. The hydrate saturations obtained are presented in Table 4 . The calculations were performed at pre-dissociation temperature of 278.15 K and pressure of 9101.325 kPa. It is also interesting to note that the results generated with the use of Ideal Gas Law deviate greatly from the rest and highlight the usefulness of other methods at high pressures and low temperatures as the real gases stray from ideal conditions.
Methane Density of Vapour Phase under (Lw-V) Equilibrium at Postdissociation Conditions at the Gas/Water Collector
. The application of DGEM assumes Lw-V two phase equilibrium under the post-dissociation conditions. As such we investigate the sensitivity of the hydrate saturation to existence of nonequilibrium conditions in the gaseous phase. If the vapour phase water content in methane is neglected assuming gaseous phase of pure CH 4 within the gas/water collector, the molar volume of methane under the postdissociation conditions can be calculated using the Ideal Gas Law or the EoS of Duan et al. [71] . The approaches such as the model developed by Duan and Table 5 .
The results show a moderate sensitivity to the treatment of water-hydrocarbon interaction in the gaseous phase. At the test / conditions, there exists a difference of only 1.62 in percentage hydrate saturation between the two Duan models. Interestingly, the hydrate saturation generated by the Ideal Gas Law appears to be in good agreement with those other methods. Therefore, it is suggested that under conditions of high temperature and low pressure, a model such as Ideal Gas Law which is associated with the least computation effort can be employed in the saturation calculation without significant loss of accuracy.
Methane Density of Vapour Phase under the (Lw-V) Equilibrium for the Material Mass Present within Total Volume of Hydrate Forming Gas-Filled Elements External to the Immediate Boundaries of the Specimen
ext . When hydrate dissociation products are collected and post-dissociation gas PVT measurements are performed at separate gas/water collector external to the hydrated specimen, a quantity of gas external to the specimen and present within such elements as connection tubing between the specimen and the collector may enter into the collector resulting in an overestimation of the moles of methane generated from hydrate dissociation. Therefore, this quantity of gas should be estimated and detached from the hydrate saturation calculation. Under the prevailing conditions at GGHRL at the University of Calgary, such connection tubing consists of vapour saturated gaseous methane at formation pressure and room temperature. A similar procedure to the previously mentioned (for vapour phase methane density under Lw-V equilibrium at the gas/water collector) was followed to check the sensitivity to the assumption of Lw-V two phase equilibrium in the determination of the quantity of gas within respective external volume under corresponding / conditions. The results are shown in Table 6 for a typical test at a (room) temperature of 299.15 K and a pressure of 9101.325 kPa. Similar to the previous case, of estimating , the fact that whether or not the gaseous phase is saturated with water does not appear to have significant impact over the estimated hydrate saturation. However, as opposed to the hydrate saturations obtained for vapour phase under postdissociation conditions at the gas/water collector, the use of Ideal Gas Law results in significant overestimation of hydrate saturation. This is due to the fact that real gases deviate from ideal conditions at high pressures. The results indicate the necessity for approximating the actual test conditions with appropriate models of adequate accuracy.
Conclusions
The use of DGEM method for estimation of hydrate saturation proves to be a useful methodology as the estimated quantities are independent of intact sediment characteristics, pore space consistency, hydrate growth habit, and hydrate distribution. The calculation is based on the principle of mass balance for methane and volume compatibility of the phases present within the system. However, the task is not less challenging as the accuracy of the estimation greatly depends on (1) the degree of care we exert in performing numerous measurements at the laboratory and (2) how well the hydrated soil system is modelled with physical and chemical equilibrium conditions that are assumed. Therefore, we perform a sensitivity analysis highlighting the need for minimizing measurement errors and evaluating the consequences of assumed equilibrium conditions not being representative of the true nature of the system. The key findings of the sensitivity analysis on various laboratory measurements can be summarized as follows.
(i) / measurements of the system components at the laboratory are critical, particularly when large quantities of methane are present at low density (specifically at high temperatures and low pressures).
(ii) Volume measurements in the system components are critical when the methane density is at its greatest (high pressure and low temperature).
Laboratory experiments should therefore pay attention to the aforementioned in the selection of measuring devices and apparatus in order to maintain appropriate levels of accuracy in testing.
Under the assumed equilibrium pre-and post dissociation conditions, estimation of methane density in hydrate, aqueous liquid, and vapour phases requires the use of various theoretical models. In fact, lack of or limited access to properly validated theoretical models hinders accurate estimation of hydrate saturation. As such we focus on developing a resource information base for hydrate saturation estimates illustrating the current state of knowledge in related hydrate sciences. In this effort, we have attempted suggesting the use of those models that are validated against experimental data in many situations as possible. The key findings of the sensitivity analysis for hydrates formed in gas-rich environment on the assumed equilibrium conditions of the system under which methane density of different phases are estimated suggest that neglecting the water content in vapour phase, as done with the use of single component models, does not appear to result in significant change in the estimated hydrate saturations. It, therefore, appears that the consequences of assumed equilibrium conditions not being representative of the true nature of the system have no significant impact on the estimated hydrate saturations. As a result, the DGEM method for hydrate saturation estimation yields results representative of the true hydrate saturation present within a given sediment, provided that adequate care is exerted at the laboratory to minimize measurement errors. Additionally, the analysis presented in Section 4.2 extends to investigate when and where it is appropriate to use models such as Ideal Gas Law which is associated with minimal computational effort and cautions against the use of the Ideal Gas Law for approximation of moist gaseous methane when conditions stray from ideal conditions. The total number of gas moles present within the gas/water collector ( ( ) ) less the total number of gas moles present within the connection tubing ( ext ) (mol) Volume of hydrate forming gas-filled elements external to the immediate boundaries of the specimen for which the material mass within is forced into the gas/water collector during collection of dissociation products (cm 3 ) :
Notations
Volume change in the gas phase due to gas dissolution in the liquid phase under pre-dissociation conditions (cm 3 ) :
Volume change in the liquid phase due to gas dissolution in the liquid phase under pre-dissociation conditions (cm : Mole fraction of methane in vapour phase.
